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Abstract. In virtual crowd simulation, group behavior is very important, and its authenticity 

directly affects the authenticity of crowd behavior. This paper presents a group trajectory planning 

method based on visual-voronoi
(c)

 diagram(VV
(c)

-diagram) in which c represents the expected 

distance between group and obstacle, and VV
(c)

-diagram represents the visual-voronoi diagram with 

gap value of c. In this method, VV
(c)

-diagram is used to generate path diagrams with different gap 

information. The advantage of VV
(c)

-diagram is that it can balance the length of the supporting path 

with the gap information and generate the required path based on the gap value c specified by the 

user. Simulation results show that the method based on VV(c)-diagram can generate real group 

behavior. 

1. Introduction 

Crowd behavior simulation is an important research direction in the field of computer graphics, 

which studies virtual human intelligence behavior from the perspective of individual emotion, 

psychology and group social behavior [1]. An agent group is a collection of several agents that have 

a certain relationship. The corresponding expression of agent group is "Group/Flock", and its 

behavior is also known as group behavior or flocking behavior. It is possible to have multiple 

groups in any one type of population. 

No matter in daily life or other events, as human beings are social animals, the proportion of 

independent pedestrians in the crowd is small, so group behavior is universal. In virtual crowd 

simulation, group behavior is very important, and the authenticity of group behavior directly affects 

the authenticity of crowd behavior [2,3]. At present, most group behaviors lack authenticity, so how 

to generate various group behaviors is worth further research. 

In terms of group motion planning, many researchers generate the motion trajectory of the whole 

group through decoupling trajectory planning for multiple leaders. However, these methods do not 

consider the gap information between tracks and obstacles, so the group behavior separation 

phenomenon is too serious [4]. To address the above problem, some researchers used a sampling 

strategy based on the central axis to build paths, generating paths with maximum gap information.  

The path diagram method based on medial axis uses the retraction method to shrink the random 

sampling points to the center axis of free space [5]. Other researchers use Voronoi diagrams of first 

or second order to plan group paths. For example, literature [6] proposed the use of second-order 

Voronoi diagram to generate the motion path of the intelligent group. In its method, each intelligent 

group can only move in its own Voronoi region, so the collision between groups can be minimized, 

but the authenticity of crowd movement is reduced. 

In fact, "large gap" and "short path" are two conflicting indicators [7-8]. If the "path with 

maximum clearance" is only satisfied without paying attention to the length of supporting path, the 

group can move towards the target according to the central axis or Voronoi diagram, but the 
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movement path of the group may be too long. If only the "shortest path" is satisfied , the group can 

move to the target according to the viewable node, but the viewable node is the vertex of the 

obstacle, resulting in the smallest gap with the shortest movement path, which not only looks 

unnatural, but also is unacceptable for the group's motion planning. Therefore, in order to give 

consideration to the length and gap information of the support path, this paper proposes to construct 

the path diagram by combining the visibility graph and Voronoi diagram in the pre-processing 

stage. 

In our work, the visual-voronoi diagram is used to generate group motion trajectories, and the 

evaluation function is modified by the gap information on the edge of visual-voronoi diagram, so 

that the gap between groups and obstacles and the length of group motion trajectories can be 

balanced. It not only guarantees that the group will minimize the influence of obstacles on the 

group's movement, but also guarantees that the group can move to the target position as soon as 

possible. The method in this paper is based on the visual-voronoi diagram proposed by Ron Wein 

and Van den Berg[9-10] to represent the gap value of the expected group path to the obstacles, and 

the VV(c)-diagram represents the visual-voronoi diagram with the gap value c. 

In summary, the proposed VV
(c)

-diagram based group behavior generation process is mainly 

divided into the following three main steps: 

1. First, calculate the visibility graph and voronoi diagram of the virtual environment and 

calculate the average clearance value of the whole environment according to the voronoi diagram. 

Then, according to the average gap value, the gap value c between the group and the obstacle is 

computed by non-uniform random methods or specified by the users. 

2. VV
(c)

-diagram is built using user-specified c value. Together with the visibility graph and 

voronoi diagram. This step is used to take into account both the length of the group path and the gap 

value of the group path. 

3. The c value is introduced into the evaluation function to modify the evaluation function, and 

the modified evaluation function is used to conduct path query, and finally the query path is 

smoothed and the final trajectory is generated by using trajectory planning. 

2. Visibility-Voronoi Diagrams 

2.1. Computing the Voronoi Diagram of the Obstacle Space 

We use obsC  to represent the obstacle space of the virtual human. The Voronoi Diagram divides 

obsC  into several Voronoi regions (VR) in which all points are less distant from one object than 

from another. For any element obsi Ce  , Its corresponding VR is: 

       , , ,  i free i jVR e q D q e D q e i j     (1) 

Voronoi diagram is the common edge of all these areas, that is, the set of equidistant points to 

more than two contour elements. For the vertex-vertex, edge-edge element pairs in, the Voronoi 

diagram generated is a straight line. For vertex-edge element pairs, the Voronoi diagram generated 

is a parabola. So the Voronoi diagram consists of straight lines and parabolas.  

The smaller the c value, the more inclined the VV
(c)

-diagram is to be Visibility Graph. When c 

value equals 0, VV
(c)

-diagram is Visibility Graph. 

2.2. Calculating the Average Gap Value of the Environment and Generating the c Value 

Since the Voronoi diagram  consists of line segments and parabola, we represent each line 

segment and parabola as an object. Then  can be represented as: 

  1= ,..., Ko o   (2) 
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in which  1,...,io i K  represent the i-th object, K  represents the number of objects. Therefore, 

the maximum gap value can be calculated according to the following equation: 

     max
1,...,

max max i
i K

c clerance o


   (3) 

  max iclearance o  Is the maximum gap value of object 
io . The average gap value c  of the 

whole environment can be calculated according to the following equation: 
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 (4) 

in which  iL o  is the length of 
io , ( )clearance x  is the gap value of any point on 

io . 

We use non-uniform random number generation method and continuous distribution sampling 

method ( 2 ) to generate gap values c. In order to ensure the probability of c falling within a range 

 max0,c (set this probability as 0.9). We use 
maxc  to find a degree of freedom _ maxcn . 

     2 2

_ max 0.1 max 0.1 maxarg min    c
n

n n c n c 


    (5) 

Similarly, the degree of freedom _c averagen  is obtained according to the average gap value c  of 

the whole environment. Finally we obtain the degrees of freedom of the distribution, the 

mathematical expectation: 

   _ _ max2

2

c average cn n
E 

 
  
 

  (6) 

The aim is to take into account the influence of average gap value and maximum gap value on the 

generation of non-uniform random numbers. After obtaining the freedom of distributed degrees 
2 , 

we can use the non-uniform random number generation method to get the group gap value c . 

3. Constructing Visibility-Voronoi
(c)

 Diagrams 

After obtaining the gap value c of the group, the construction process of VV
(c)

-diagram is composed 

of the following three steps: 

Step 1: Inflating the Obstacle Area 

Because the virtual human can be simplified into a circular intelligent body with a certain length of 

radius. In order to simplify the construction process of VV(c)-diagram, firstly, Minkowski method 

are used to expand the obstacle area to transform the motion planning of the circular agent into the 

planning of the point-agent. Therefore, the obstacle area  needs to be transformed as follows: 

   ⊕     0 1 2 1 2 0: | ,B r q q q q q q B r       (7) 

where,   represents the obstacle area after expansion.  0B r  represents the area occupied by 

the circular agent.  
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         2 2 2

0 0, |B r x y x x y y r         (8) 

Obviously, 

   0
1,...,

Βi
i m

P r


   (9) 

Since we want the gap value between the path of the group and the obstacle to be c, we further 

inflate the obstacle  . The expanded barrier area is denoted as 
c
. 

     0
1,...,

Βc i
i m

B c P r c


    (10) 

The obstacle area in the configuration space corresponding to 
c
 is denoted as c

obs
 

Step 2: Calculating the Reduced Visibility Graph 
c
 of c

obs
 

Reduced visibility graph, also known as the shortest road map, is a viewable graph that removes 

redundant edges. For convex polygon obstacles 
obs

, reflex vertices are used to indicate polygon 

vertices whose interior angles are greater than  . Therefore, all vertices of a convex polygon are 

reflex vertices. The side of 
c
comes from two different sources: 

Successive reflection vertex: If two reflecting vertices are the endpoints of one of the edges of 
c

obs
, the two reflecting vertices are called successive reflecting vertices, then an edge is constructed 

between the two vertices of 
c
. 

The edge of double tangent: If the line between any two reflected vertices is a bitangent line, then 

in , a visible edge is constructed between the two reflected vertices, such a double-tangent edge 

is called valid visible edge. 

So, the edge of the shortest route map doesn't Pierce the inside of obs . 

Step 3: Constructing the VV
(c)

-Diagram 

First calculate the intersection of c

obs
 and Voronoi diagram , i.e. c

obs
. VV

(c)
-diagram is the 

union of the shortest road map c  and c

obs , that is: 

 VV
(c)

-diagram=  c

c obs  (11) 

In the narrow region (the gap value of the path is less than c), the agent group cannot pass 

through the narrow region with the gap value of no less than c, but this narrow region may 

correspond to the shortest path to the target position. Thus, the advantage of VV(c)-diagram is as 

follows: The group moves according to the shortest road map in a wide area (minimum distance 

between obstacles ≥ 2c ), and in a narrow area (minimum distance between obstacles < 2c ) 

according to Voronoi diagram, so as to take into account the path length and path gap. 

4. Modifying Evaluation Function and Generating Group Trajectory 

After the initial position and target position of a given group, we connect it with the constructed 

VV
(c)

-diagram, and then use the search algorithm to calculate the shortest path according to the 

evaluation function. In order to consider the influence of path gap on the path of inquiry in the 

interrogation stage, when using VV
(c)

-diagram for path query, we need to modify the evaluation 

function of Dijkstra algorithm, that is, modify the length of the VV
(c)

-diagram edge through the gap 
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information. The length of the modified VV
(c)

-diagram is calculated according to the following 

formula: 

    
  min

i i

i

c
ML e L e

clearance e


 

  
 
 

 (12) 

Where, 
ie  is any edge in the VV

(c)
-diagram,  iML e  and  iL e  represent the length of the 

modified and unmodified edges, respectively. Equation (12) guarantees that the length of the edge 

with small clearance will be "punished", so that the length of the path and the clearance of the path 

can be taken into account again when the path is inquired.  

Finally, by querying of VV
(c)

-diagram, we get the moving trajectory of the group. 

5. Experimental Results and Discussion 

In our simulation, a polygon obstacle in space is used for simulation experiment. The Voronoi 

diagram of the obstacle area is shown in figure 1. The expansion treatment of the polygon obstacle 

area is shown in figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 1. The voronoi diagram of the obstacle area 

 

Figure 2. Inflated obstacle area 

The obstacle area
c

obs  of c  is shown in figure 3 
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Figure 3. The barrier area c

obs
 after expansion 

According to 
obs

, we can get VV
(c)

-diagram of the obstacle area. 

 

 

Figure 4. The VV
(c)

-diagram of obs  

On the basis of VV
(c)

-diagram, the smooth track of the group is obtained by the query algorithm 

which is illustrated in figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Smoothed trajectories of the group 
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6. Summary 

In this paper, VV
(c)

-diagram based group behavior is deeply studied, and a realistic group behavior 

generation method is proposed. Firstly, the support trajectories of groups are constructed on the 

basis of visual-voronoi graph. Compared with previous methods, the method based on 

VV
(c)

-diagram graph in this paper can meet the four requirements of group trajectories, thus laying 

an important foundation for generating real group behaviors. 
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